In this paper, we propose a noisy network cod ing integrated with partial decode-and-forward relaying for single-source multicast discrete memoryless networks (DMN's).
I. INTRODUCTION
Decode-and-forward (DF) and compress-and-forward (CF) are the two main relaying strategies developed in [1] for the three-node relay channel. There have been many attempts to generalize them to discrete memoryless networks (DMN). For example, CF was generalized for DMN in [2]-[4] and DF was generalized for DMN in [5] , [6] . For the three-node relay channel, the partial-decode-compress-and-forward relaying in Theorem 7 in [1] combines both DF and CF. However, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no results that generalize this to DMN. There were some relaying strategies for general DMN where each relay performs either CF or DF [5], [7] , but not both.
In this paper, we propose a unified scheme that generalizes the partial-decode-compress-and-forward relaying in Theorem 7 in [1] to DMN. Our scheme, which we call noisy network coding with partial DF (NNC-PDF), simultaneously general izes noisy network coding (NNC) by Lim, Kim, El Gamal, and Chung [4] and distributed decode-and-forward (DDF) by Lim, Kim, and Kim [6] . In our scheme, each relay can perform both partial DF and CF simultaneously.
It is not trivial to combine NNC and DDF schemes. In NNC, the same long message is sent over multiple blocks. In each block, the source sends an independent codeword indexed by the message and each relay compresses its received channel output sequence and forwards the covering index. After the transmission of all blocks, the destination decodes the message (uniquely) and the covering indices (nonuniquely)
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Department of Electrical Engineering KAIST, Daejeon, Korea Email: sychung@ee.kaist.ac.kr simultaneously over all blocks. On the other hand, in the DDF scheme, independent messages are sent over multiple blocks and information about each message is captured by a set of auxiliary covering indices, one per relay. Before starting the transmission, the source finds those auxiliary covering indices for each message using backward encoding over all blocks. In each block, the relay decodes the auxiliary covering index intended for itself and forwards it. After the transmission of all blocks, the destination decodes the message and the auxiliary covering indices sequentially using backward decoding.
Due to these inherent incompatibility in encoding and de coding strategies of NNC and DDF schemes, it is worthwhile to consider recent works on short message NNC [3] , [7] . These works differ from [6] in that the source sends independent messages over blocks and the destination decodes the message using sliding window decoding [3] or backward decoding [7] , and hence more compatible with DDF scheme. One drawback of short message NNC schemes is that they require the destination to uniquely decode the covering indices, which results in extra constraints. These extra constraints turn out to be redundant [3] , but when combined with partial DF, it is not clear whether similar arguments apply. This motivates us to consider a long message at the source and simultaneous nonunique decoding at the destination as in [6] for com bining NNC and DDF schemes. In our NNC-PDF scheme, before starting the transmission, the source finds the auxiliary covering indices that carry information about the message simultaneously over all blocks (no backward encoding). In each block, each relay decodes the auxiliary covering index, compresses its received channel output sequence, and forwards the decoded and covered indices. After the transmission of all blocks, the destination decodes the message uniquely and the auxiliary covering indices and the covering indices nonuniquely, simultaneously over all blocks.
The following notations are used throughout the paper. For two integers i and j, [i : j] denotes the set {i, i + 1, ... ,j}. For a set S of real numbers, Sri] denotes {j : j E S, j < i}. otherwise. We follow the notion of typicality in [8] , [9] .
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The following theorem gives a noisy network coding with partial decode-and-forward (NNC-PDF) bound for single source multicast discrete memoryless networks, which simul taneously generalizes NNC [4] and DDF [6] .
Theorem 1 Remark 3: In the DDF scheme [6] , the relay nodes, i.e., nodes 2, ... ,N -1, send independent codewords. In contrast, the NNC-PDF scheme allows arbitrary correlation among transmitted codewords from relay nodes.
IV. PROOF
Our NNC-PDF bound is derived as an application of our unified coding approach for network information theory [10], [ll] . Let us briefly present the unified coding framework and unified coding theorem [10], [ll] and then prove Theorem l.
A. Unified approach fo r network information theory 1) Unified fr amework: Let us first explain the uni fied framework [10], [ll] for proving the achievability of many network information theory problems. An N -node acyclic discrete memory less network (ADMN) (Xl"'" X N , Y1, ... ,YN, n � =l p(Yk l y k -1 , X k -1 )) consists of a set of al phabet pairs (Xk, Yk) , k E [1 : N] and a collection of conditional pmfsp(Ykl y kl ,x k -1 ) , k E [1: N]. Here, Yk and Xk represent any information that comes into and goes out of node k, respectively. In this network, information flows in one direction and node operations are sequential. Let n denote the number of channel uses. First, Yt is generated according to n7=1 P(Y1,i) and then node 1 processes Xl based on y1 n. Next, y2 n is generated according to n7=1 p(Y 2, il x1, i, Y1,i) and then node 2 encodes X7j based on y2 n. Similarly, Yt is generated according to n7=1 p(Yk, i I x7 -1 , y7 -1 ) and node k encodes Xr based on Yt for k E [1 : N] . Clearly, any layered network [2] or noncausal network (without infinite loop) [12] possibly with noncausal state or side information can be rep resented as an ADMN. Furthermore, any strictly causal (usual discrete memoryless network with relay functions having one sample delay) or causal network (relays without delay [12]) with blockwise operations can be represented as an ADMN by unfolding the network.
The objective of an ADMN is specified using a target joint distribution p* (x N , y N ), which is shortly denoted as p*. The probability of error is defined as p� n ) (p*, E ) = p((X n: Nj ' 1[ ? : Nj ) � T. ( n ) ), where the typical set T. ( n ) is defined with respect to p*. We say the target distribution p* is achievable if there exists a sequence of node pro cessing functions Yt ---+ Xr, k = 1, ... , N, such that lim n -+oo p� n ) (p*, E) = 0 for any E > O.
In the following, we illustrate how the point-to-point chan nel coding problem can be represented using an ADMN and a target distribution.
Example 1: For point-to-point channel coding problem with message rate of R, we choose P(Y1)P(Y2I x1, Y1) such that H(Y1) = R (corresp. to the message of rate R) and p(Y2I x1' Y1) = p(Y2I x1) (corresp. to the channel) and pick p* such that X2 (corresp. to the message estimate at node 2) is equal to Y1. Then, p� n ) (p*, E) for any E > 0 is lower-bounded by P(Yt =1= X7j), and hence achievability of p* implies that of rate R.
2) Unified coding theorem: Let us present the unified coding theorem which gives a sufficient condition to achieve p* for an ADMN. To do that, we explain the coding parameters for the code book generation and node operation of the unified coding scheme. In the unified coding scheme, v covering codebooks Cl, ... ,Cv are generated to compress information that each node observes and decodes. Let Uj for j E [1 : v] denote the alphabet for the codeword symbol of Cj. For indexing of codewords, we consider p, index sets [,1, ... , [,1-" where [,j = [1 : 2nr j ] for some rj ;::: 0 for each j E [1 : p,]. We denote by fj <;;; [1 : p,] the set of indices of Cs associated with Cj in a way that each codeword in Cj is indexed by the yn k
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for x;:: achievability using the aforementioned unified coding scheme. More rigorous explanations for the code book generation and node operation of the unified coding scheme are provided in [10] .
In summary, our scheme requires the following set w of coding parameters, where some constraints are added to make the aforementioned code book generation and node operation proper: (d, B + 1) , i.e., Xd' , £i +l = M. To reflect the fact that node (k, b + 1) is originally the same node as node (k, b), we assume that node (k, b) has an orthogonal link of sufficiently large rate to node (k, b + 1). 2) Application of unified coding theorem: Now, let us choose w E Sl to obtain the NNC-PDF bound. In our NNC PDF scheme, before starting the transmission, the source finds the auxiliary covering indices that carry information about the message simultaneously over all blocks. At each block, node k decodes the auxiliary covering index intended for it and finds the covering index that carries information about its received channel output. After all transmission, destination node decodes the message uniquely and the auxiliary covering indices and the covering indices non uniquely, simultaneously over all blocks. This operation can be translated to the follow ing parameter set for unified coding. The remaining coding parameters associated with each node are given as follows:
• Node (1,1):
. IT Px, , v!" , ut' (Xl, b, V2, b··· VN, b, U2, b, ··· , UN, b) 
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Before initiating the transmission of E blocks, each lk, a chosen at the source is transmitted to node k E [2 : N] using multi-hop scheme as in [7] , and this requires additional (N -1 ) 2 blocks.
Note the actual rate n B +�f!Jl ) 2 can be arbitrarily close to R as E ---+ 00. As a result of this initialization step, we can let Y k � �f = Vk, l for k E [2 : N]. Remark 5: In the above choice of w E Sl, la corresponds to the message index and {lk, b : k E [2 : N], b E [0 : E]} corresponds to the set of auxiliary covering indices that carry information about the message. These indices are chosen simultaneously at node (1,1) of the unfolded network, i.e., the source before starting the transmission. Node (k, b) for k E [2 : N], b E [2 : E] of the unfolded network, i.e., node k at the end of block b -1, decodes lk, bl and finds the covering index lk bl that carries information about Yt bl ' At node (d, E + i) for d E D of the unfolded network, ' i.e., node d at the end of block E, simultaneously decodes the message (uniquely) and the auxiliary covering indices and the covering indices (nonuniquely).
To prove Theorem 1, we use the following lemma, whose proof is given in [10]. 1) and (2) 
